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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Women are pressured to live up to an unrealistic standard of beauty 

and makeup is pushed as a tool that will help them live up to these 

“standards.” Don’t have long lashes or full lips? Makeup can help 

“correct” that.

When did makeup switch from enhancing to changing one’s 

appearance?

Because the only thing women hear is the “solutions” the industry 

offers to their “problems.” This is a conversation that needs to be 

changed, because women want to reveal their beauty, not redefine it. 

So how can Mary Kay fit into this conversation?

By being the brand to start it. Mary Kay has a unique business 

model that allows its company to get to know each individual. They 

understand what is beautiful about each of their customers because 

they are standing by to help them find it.

By being the brand that supports bringing out each person’s beautiful, 

Mary Kay will deliver a refreshing message in an industry that is so far 

removed from what is real beauty.



 

There is pressure to meet a standard of beauty, 

a bar that is set for everyone to reach.”“

WE LIVE IN 
A CULTURE 
THAT 
PUSHES 
WOMEN 
TO THE 
EXTREME

CULTURAL TRUTH
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Young women today live in a polluted beauty climate.

They are pressured to live up to an unrealistic standard of what a “beautiful woman” is. 

These unrealistic standards create an unhealthy definition of beauty for all women.

The cosmetic industry is no exception. They’ve promoted makeup as a tool that completely 

changes who you are. Hide your freckles. Lift your cheekbones. Lengthen your lashes.

- Diana, 23



In an industry that pushes extremes, Mary Kay’s unique business model 

distinguishes itself from everyone else. Mary Kay is a makeup brand that gets 

to know each individual. They want to understand what each consumer finds 

beautiful about themselves, because Independent Beauty Consultants are 

there to help them find it. 

Other cosmetic brands are offering generalized solutions to consumers’ 

personal needs. Consumers feel that most cosmetic brands don’t try to 

understand them, and instead hand them a pre-packaged solution.

They’re not trying to sell every little version of 

the exact same product. They’re trying to sell 

me something that is going to work for what I 

need.”“

MARY KAY 
GIVES A 

PERSONAL 
BEAUTY 

EXPERIENCE
BRAND TRUTH
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“
Makeup store employees can only make 

these general recommendations for 

everyone.  They are generalizations.”

Don’t try to sell me your products. Assure 

me that you know me and what I want, I’m 

not just a customer.”“
- Rachel, 22

- Kelsey, 21

- Lina, 23



But a relationship with Mary Kay has been largely missing with Generation Y.

What’s standing in the way of that connection?

MARY KAY IS IRRELEVANT
WITH GENERATION Y
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NOT A 
CATEGORY 

LEADER

OLD AND 
OUTDATED

OUT OF 
TOUCH



In order to find the right information about these

Genaration Y women to bridge the disconnect, we had to 

start by asking the right questions.
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GEN Y
WOMEN

738
survey respondents

Where do they 
get cosmetic 

info?

Why do they 
use makeup?

How do they 
choose what 

to buy?

What does 
beauty mean 

to them?

252
in-depth interviews

6
focus groups



She’s establishing herself in her work, relationships 

and other aspects of her life. She doesn’t quite 

know who she is yet, but she is making an effort 

to find out. She values individuality and is 

reluctant to follow trends (47.4%)*. But she is 

heavily influenced by word-of-mouth and the 

opinions of her friends (52.6%)*. Ultimately, 

these guide almost every cosmetic purchasing 

decision she makes.

Looks are a big concern of hers. She feels like 

she has no other choice but to try and fit into 

categories of “beauty” that current cosmetic 

brands have constructed for her.

The need to establish herself as an individual, 

yet manage the opinions of others, creates 

a confusing dynamic for her. Especially in a 

cosmetic space that’s so accustomed to telling 

her what real “beauty” is. 

*Statistics derived from MediaPost’s “Think you know Millennials? Think again.”
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THE
SOCIAL
IDEALISTS



There’s no such thing as perfect. [It’s] how 

you embrace yourself and owning yourself 

regardless of the world’s standard of beauty.”
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“

THEY 
WANT TO 
SHOW THE 
BEAUTY 
THEY 
ACTUALLY 
POSSESS

CONSUMER TRUTH

These Social Idealists are lost in the messages of the beauty industry. They’re 

trying to figure out who they are as individuals. They want their makeup to be a 

reflection of themselves, to show what they find beautiful. They don’t aspire to 

look like every model they see in the media.

However, because these individuals are so socially connected and influenced by 

the opinions of others, it is difficult for them to do this when there is no makeup 

brand supporting this message.

- Elaine, 19



Ultimately, these core truths about our target as a beauty 
consumer, supported by our insights about the brand and 
the surrounding culture, drive how we position Mary Kay to 
these Social Idealists.

MARY KAY ENHANCES
WHO YOU ALREADY ARE
Today’s cosmetic industry pushes women towards the extreme: longest lashes, brightest colors, fullest lips—to strive for a 
standard of beauty that isn’t them. Makeup’s original purpose wasn’t to disguise, but to enhance a woman’s real, individual 
beauty. With Mary Kay, we’re getting back to what beauty products are all about by dispelling the illusion of created beauty 
and instead enhancing women, from their looks to their lives. 
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CONSUMER
They want to show the beauty 

they actually possess.

BRAND
Mary Kay gives a personal 

beauty experience.

CULTURE
We live in a culture pushing 

women to the extreme.



A glance in the mirror can say a lot. Sometimes, 

it’s the voice of self-doubt. Everything that catches 

your eye is for the wrong reason.

Isn’t it funny how the insecurities always speak 

the loudest? But we all have them. It’s a part of 

being human. But what matters most are the quiet 

whispers of confidence. Sure, you might not like 

one aspect of yourself, but there are a hundred 

other reasons to love yourself.

Love your eyes? Make them sparkle.

Gorgeous smile? Make it pop.

Flawless skin? Show it off.

No matter what it may be, it’s you. And there is 

nobody who can show the world what you love 

about yourself better than you can. Declare who 

you are, flaws and all. Don’t be afraid to shout it 

out, in red lipstick or none at all.
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BRING OUT
YOUR 
BEAUTIFUL
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Share Your Beauty App
Beauty to Beauty App

Print • Social Media • Corporate 
Culture Video • #YourBeautyChat

Beauty That Counts • Pandora Spot 
• TEDWomen • Mentorship Program 

•  Inc. Women’s Summit 

Mary Kay Pink Pack • IWDxMK • 
Declare Yourself • Valentine’s Day 

Surprise

Showcase relationships as 
core to Mary Kay

Help women actualize
their beauty

Encourage learning and 
growth

Create a new brand voice for
Mary Kay

TASK #4TASK #3TASK #1 TASK #2

“I ask for my friends’ suggestions 
for makeup, because I trust their 

opinions.”

“I would ... but I don’t feel 
like I know enough to give 

recommendations.”

“The Dove campaign happened, and 
we were momentarily told by the media 
that it’s okay to look like you, but then it 

went back to normal.”

“I was really nervous...as to what was 
going to happen ... if I was going to have 

to put on like this really crazy dark makeup 
that was really gaudy.”

Don’t have a reason
to trust an IBC

Don’t know that Mary Kay
isn’t an extreme brand

Don’t feel expert enough 
to be a consultant

Current market doesn’t support
bringing out your beautiful

BARRIER #4BARRIER #3BARRIER #1 BARRIER #2

⬇

⬇

PROBLEM 
Low relevance with Gen Y market

POSITION
Mary Kay enhances who you already are

BIG IDEA
Bring out your beautiful

To bring our big idea to life, we have to 

overcome the barriers that our target has 

with bringing out their beautiful. Through 

our research, we identified four key 

communication tasks. 



SHARE YOUR BEAUTY
Last minute questions creep up on us whether we like it or not. A facilitated mobile app 

allows customers and anyone interested in beauty to ask questions that will be answered 

by Mary Kay IBCs. From runny eyeliner to foods that improve your complexion, the app 

functions as a haven for women to reach out to resources at hand.

All questions are categorized so an IBC in that category can answer any questions that are 

asked. A privacy option is provided for more in-depth, personal discussions. 

The “Megaphone System” allows users to reward IBCs for quality advice. 

Being consistently helpful will be rewarded with a “megaphone.” Mary Kay 

will build their credibility as beauty experts, as well as increase clientele by 

acting as a reliable and accessible platform for learning and growth.

SHOWCASE RELATIONSHIPS | 12

USER PROFILE

PERSONAL DISCUSSION



BEAUTY TO BEAUTY
Mary Kay wants to meet Social Idealists where they are—on 

their phones. The mobile app will allow the IBC to schedule, 

checkout and connect with a customer. The customer can 

create a profile (in the same fashion as “Declare Yourself”), 

find an IBC by age range in the area, and connect with the 

IBCs that have access to their information. 

Using this app at a Mary Kay party saves the IBC time on the technicalities of a 

transaction and instead helps her focus on her customers and their beauty needs. 

It streamlines the process by allowing the women to personalize their shopping 

experience and have more time to enjoy the party. This app helps in the success of 

the IBC and connects the customer to Mary Kay in an accessible and simple way. CONSULTANTCUSTOMER

SHOWCASE RELATIONSHIPS | 13
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Traditional print advertising will drive readers to Mary Kay’s digital landscape by creating awareness of their promotional hashtags and 

social media presence. Cosmopolitan and Seventeen are two top magazines within the Social Idealist circle and are more cost effective 

than the competition in terms of Cost Per Thousand Impressions (CPM). 

Nine print ads—five in Cosmopolitan and four in Seventeen—will run during the months of highest magazine sales and seasonal 

changes that reflect fashion and makeup trends. Because both publications are under Hearst Communications, Mary Kay will negotiate 

a lower rate and pinpoint placement near content with an emphasis on self-enhancement and natural beauty.

I may be embarrassed when I 
blush, but I know it draws 
attention to my flawless skin.

Bring out your beautiful 
Tweet @MaryKay to #DeclareYourBeautiful

Even though I’m insecure about 
my teeth, I love the dimples 

that appear when I smile.

Bring out your beautiful 
Tweet @MaryKay to #DeclareYourBeautiful

I know my lips catch all the 
attention even when I’m wondering 
about the blemish on my chin. 

Bring out your beautiful 
Tweet @MaryKay to #DeclareYourBeautiful

Millennial magazine readers ages 18-34 believe that technology has improved their experience of accessing 
various media, including magazines (Association of Magazine Media).



PRINT EXTENSION
Print advertising will move beyond the magazine page by sending the Social Idealist to Mary Kay’s Twitter page for 

the #DeclareYourBeautiful promotion. Mary Kay will send a tweet out announcing the contest for our fifth print ad. 

Our fifth print ad will feature one woman who tweets at Mary Kay “I’m insecure about my _______, but I love 

_______ #DeclareYourBeautiful.” The winner will appear in the February 2016 Issue of Cosmopolitan.
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CORPORATE CULTURE VIDEO: “BELIEVE IN BEAUTIFUL”
Mary Kay has a unique company culture that supports personal values, family and hard work. The video highlights these strengths of the Mary Kay corporation as 

well as the dynamic IBC culture. The video allows Mary Kay to tell a new story of what it means to be a part of the Mary Kay family. This is an opportunity for Mary 

Kay to connect with Social Idealists in a unique way. Content of the video will show shots of Mary Kay corporate, IBC party settings, customer/IBC interactions, 

and other components that help highlight the beauty rooted in Mary Kay’s business model.

Mary Kay will broadcast the “Believe in Beautiful” video as a pre-roll spot on YouTube and Hulu. Both of these 
websites index high with Social Idealists, and our primary research has shown that online video is a major source of 
beauty information for this group. We will reach these consumers when they’re searching out makeup advice from 
their preferred video bloggers or catching up on their favorite TV shows.

CREATE A NEW VOICE | 16

Female Millenials reach: 12.5%
Source: January 2014 ComScore

Female Millenials reach: 71.4%
Source: January 2014 ComScore



#YOURBEAUTYCHAT
Mary Kay will begin an ongoing converstation with bimonthly 

“Bring Out Your Beautiful” discussions hosted on Twitter. These 

discussions will challenge existing beauty standards and what 

that means to Social Idealists. Celebrities who challenge existing 

standards of beauty will be facilitating the converstation. 

SAMPLE GUESTS
Lena Dunham (actress, writer) believes in being vocal and 

challenging the standards of beauty.

Iman Abdulmajid (model) is a pioneer in ethnic cosmetics and 

known for sparking a discussion on models of color.

Mindy Kaling (actress, writer) challenges the definition of what it 

means to be an Indian woman.

CREATE A NEW VOICE | 17



“BEAUTY THAT 
COUNTS” BLOG
REHAUL
The blog is intended to dispel 

the illusion of created beauty. 

Within this platform, women 

can discuss what real, individual 

beauty means to them.

Visitors can post comments and 

participate in discussions by 

connecting with their Facebook 

or Twitter accounts.

ENCOURAGE LEARNING | 18

The Entrepreneurship 

page provides a wealth of 

knowledge to help readers 

pursue career ambitions. This 

will be updated once a week 

with content that shows what 

it means to be a modern 

female entrepreneur and IBC. 

The Platform page offers 

the opportunity for readers 

to publish their thoughts 

on current events in the 

cosmetic industry. Quality 

submissions are accepted 

continuously and will be 

updated three times a week.

The Powder Room page

consists of professionally 

produced videos of 

tutorials, tips and trends 

presented by IBCs.

The Press Room page 

serves as an exclusive 

source for important 

information and updates 

related to the campaign. It 

will be updated as needed.

The Inspiration page 

showcases everyday women 

through a combination of 

photography and narrative. 

These posts resonate with the 

theme of the campaign and 

encourage Mary Kay readers 

to bring out their beautiful 

in many ways. This will be 

updated twice a week.



MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
Starting something new can be a challenge. That’s 

why Mary Kay wants to give young women who 

are interested in becoming an IBC the confidence 

and resources they need to get started. The Mary 

Kay Mentorship Program pairs a current IBC with 

a potential IBC. The potential IBC participates in a 

“shadowship” where they learn about the Mary Kay 

company and the consultation process. After signing 

up to become an IBC, they have the chance to host 

their own parties under the mentorship of their IBC. 

This is an opportunity for Mary Kay to recruit new, 

young IBCs as well as encourage learning and increase 

clientele for Mary Kay. Current IBCs that participate 

in the Mentorship Program will receive special 

recognition and benefits. 

EVENT SPONSORSHIP
By sending speakers to TEDWomen and Inc. Women’s Summit, Mary Kay further encourages 

learning and growth. TEDWomen is an annual, one-day event that “highlights big ideas from 

women around the world and critical gender issues affecting us all.” TED is very popular with our 

market, and TEDWomen’s position as a social conversation starter unites Mary Kay with a global 

audience. Inc. Women’s Summit is a forum dedicated to sharing stories about women in business. 

Central to Mary Kay’s business model is encouraging entrepreneurship amongst potential and 

current IBCs. Inc. Women’s annual summit frequently features cosmetic industry leaders as 

speakers, making the sponsorship a perfect match.
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PANDORA “BRING OUT YOUR BEAUTIFUL” TIPS
There’s no better time to get a few helpful makeup tips than when you’re actually getting ready 

to put on your makeup. Instead of a traditional ad on Pandora, listeners will hear a quick makeup 

tip from Mary Kay. Listeners can follow a link to the blog for more helpful tips that bring out their 

beautiful.

SPONSORED POSTS
Instead of opting for traditional online advertisements, Mary Kay will incorporate sponsored posts on Facebook 

and Twitter. Social networks are a prime setting for Social Idealists to interact with their favorite brands and 

search hashtags they’re interested in. The posts will be directed toward females 18-25, specifically those who 

post about topics related to makeup. Sponsored posts are highly targeted and tracked. Mary Kay pays for the 

posts that users interact with and they will see increased impressions, regardless of whether a post was directly 

favorited or retweeted. 

“Want more of your natural skin to show through 

your foundation? Apply foundation all over 

your face then use a tissue to wipe it off of your 

cheeks. It makes it easier to layer on blush and 

brings color back to your face. Learn more about 

bringing out your beautiful at our ‘Beauty That 

Counts’ blog.”

120%
MORE LIKELY THAN THE GENERAL
POPULATION TO BE 18-25 YEARS OLD.

FEMALES WHO USE
PANDORA.COM ARE

ENCOURAGE LEARNING | 20



INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
March 8th is International Women’s Day. Mary Kay will send lipstick to influential 

women of Instagram (based on number of followers) and ask them to use the lipstick 

to illustrate their definition of beauty. They’ll take a photo and share it on Instagram 

with a caption describing how they choose to define beauty and ask their followers to 

do the same. Girls who are independently participating will have creative freedom to 

post what they feel represents their idea of beauty. For every photo with the hashtag 

“#MKxIWD,” Mary Kay will donate $0.50 to the World Association of Girl Guides and 

Girl Scouts up to $1,000,000.

MARY KAY’S “PINK PACK” AND #SPREADTHEBEAUTIFUL
Mary Kay will encourage young women to send a #PinkPack to their friends through Twitter. Social 

Idealists highly value their friends’ advice and opinions, and Mary Kay is creating an opportunity to 

leverage these relationships by tweeting a link that will ask young women to submit their friend’s 

name, age and address. Mary Kay will send 100 friends a #PinkPack that includes eyeshadow, 

makeup remover, blush and lipstick. The women who receive the #PinkPack from a friend will be 

encouraged to tweet a picture of themselves to @MaryKay with the hashtag #SpreadTheBeautiful.
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DECLARE YOURSELF
Having a digital presence makes Mary Kay accessible to Social 

Idealists. “Declare Yourself” personalizes the online shopping 

experience for Mary Kay consumers. It’s an online assessment that 

consumers can take when they’re browsing Mary Kay’s website and 

connecting with their IBC. “Declare Yourself” helps personalize 

recommendations algorithmically, through specific questions, to 

yield insights into the customer. It illustrates the personalization that 

Mary Kay wants to uphold by allowing the customer to declare who 

she is.

VALENTINE’S DAY SURPRISES
Flowers, chocolates and jewelry for Valentine’s Day are great, but what about a more 

personalized gift from your significant other? To kick off the campaign, Mary Kay will 

search for ten individuals who haven’t made plans for Valentine’s Day. Mary Kay will help 

them create thirty-second theatre spots that will feature them talking about what they 

find beautiful about their significant other. These spots will be featured in the pre-show 

of the movie the two will be seeing. The event will be recorded from start to finish and 

featured on Mary Kay’s “Beauty That Counts” blog.
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IBC

SOCIAL

DIGITAL

EVENT SPONSORSHIP

VDAY PROMOTION

SEARCH
CARE PACKAGE

PRINT

BLOG

MOBILE APP SOCIAL MEDIA

CULTURE VIDEO

Q&A APP

IBC
MENTORSHIP

PANDORA SPOTS

INDIRECT
DIRECT
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TARGET MARKET TOTAL
2 9 16 23 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29 IMPRESSIONS COST

Your Beauty App - 1,500.00$                
Beauty to Beauty App - 1,500.00$                

Cosmopolitan 28,041,000 1,445,550.00$         
Seventeen 17,264,236 609,640.00$            
Social Media - 34,432.00$              
Sponsored Posts 66,667 1,000,000.00$         
Corp. Culture Video 32,800 1,051,000.00$         
#YourBeautyChat - 1,034,432.00$         

Pandora Spot 159,747,000 1,916,964.00$         
Event Sponsorship - 1,000,000.00$         
Mentorship Program - -
Blog - 320,499.00$            

MK #PinkPack 200 3,345.00$                
IWD Promo - 1,000,000.00$         
Declare Yourself - 1,000.00$                
V Day Surprise - 1,650.00$                

205,151,903 -
- 500,000.00$            
- 9,921,512.00$         TOTAL COST

2016

SHOWCASE RELATIONSHIPS

SHOW HOW MARY KAY ISN'T EXTREME

JANUARY
2015

MARCH JUNE AUGUST NOVEMBER FEBRUARYFEBRUARY APRIL MAY

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS
AGENCY FEES

JULY SEPTEMBER OCTOBER DECEMBER

HELP WOMEN ACTUALIZE THEIR BEAUTY

EMPHASIZE LEARNING & GROWTH
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MEDIA SCHEDULE

BUDGET

5% 10.2% 19.3% 20.7% 44.8%

Agency Fees Sponsorship &  New Radio Print Digital
& Production Promotions
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15%

CURRENT

AWARENESS

22.7% 40%

- 205,000,000

17.8% 35%

30% 40%

29.4% 40%

-

-

5,000

6,000

30%

MEASURES
OF SUCCESS GOAL

POSITIVE PERCEPTION

CONSIDERATION

IBC CONSIDERATION

13.8%

-Mentorship Sign-Up

Impressions

Brand Recall

Sentiment Analysis
“is a brand for me”

Brand Knowledge
“knowledgeable or very knowledgeable”

Brand Consideration

Blog Visits/Week

App Downloads

Interest
“would be interested in”
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BLACK SHEEP ADVERTISING
 The ones who aren’t afraid to be different.
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